
Dec 5th 2023

6:00 PM – Call for Meeting & Attendance and Quorum

Quorum has been met

Introduction of Peter Z as Executive Treasurer

6:05 PM – Guest Speakers/Presentations (35 min)

1. [Presentation] Tech Committee

Motion to vote, seconded

Quorum has been met, the two new committee members are Robert Chalhoub and Mikhail Salnikov

6:40 PM – New Business (10 minutes)

1. New Exec Treasurer: next steps and what to expect (10 minutes)

Venmo and the Bank account, have not been transferred over

Currently Zoha has some access to Venmo, confirmed able to pay/receive

Gala - When to start selling tickets, and does it matter if there is no official treasurer?

No, all through venmo, should be ok

What about the dues? And making sure that only people who paid dues are able to purchase
Gala tickets.

Peter will be able to handle this, and therefore will receive info for all people who paid dues

Right now, with the Venmo account people, can download the excel sheet of transactions,
therefore can cross-check who has paid dues and who bought tickets

Dues for 2027, are we caught up or hurting?

Only ⅓ of people have paid, which seems concerning at this point of year. But not in the red
with any events as of current.

Pooja will check when people pay for Gala, and can verify if they have paid dues

It may be treasurer dependent, or exec treasurer dependent, about involving admin with a “need
to pay or else” strategy. Trying to avoid 2027 being screwed

M1s having a mandatory student orientation, therefore could be a great time to reinforce paying
dues



We will move as a senate, allowing Peter time to come on as new exec treasurer, but we will need this
transition to occur. Also need to get the Bank of America over ASAP

2. Communication Chair

Executive Secretary will step into the role of Communication chair

6:50 PM – Old Business (25 minutes)

1. [Discussion] Apparel Sale (5 min)

Our sale closes tomorrow at 11:59. Currently 75 sales. Lower than last years total. How to increase
engagement. A lot of traffic expected on the last day. We will use the socials as engagement, and take
out phones right now and then post on their story with the link to apparel. Make sure the link is alive
and ACTIVE. We did see a big jump in orders after insta post! Will also follow up with exec_senate
email. Unsure if able to extend sale at this point, but will see. Orders to arrive by Dec 20th, either at the
school without cost, or delivered to address with a cost.

When I ordered, no option to pick up at school

Yea this is a later add. We can change if needed

Also a second order after the “woah that looks cool!” effect is a possibility. We will see. Also post the
link in the class groupmes

What about involving the residents?

My bad, will get in contact with them ASAP. Maybe with the new chief? TBD

2. [Discussion] Senate coat trade off m3-m4 (10 min)

Trading of coats with NO NAMES, thoughts?

Agreement among Senate

Quesiton, how many people don’t have their names on their whitecoats?

I think everyone among the Class of 2025 has their name. So is this still a necessary event?

Also you can un-embroider if needed

Is this still worth it then? Perhaps not

Can we unembroider and then maybe regift to M2? Probably not

This does not seem to be an option of large demand.

In the past, this has just been done with a matching process for sizing purposes.

So just first come first serve? Should we offer un-embroidering

So Pooja will set up the excel, first to M4 students, then to M2, and the excel sheet will go out



3. Open Feedback opportunities

Lots of discussions about “open forums”, especially with the late IDEA debacle. Therefore, we
need to more actively engage students to continue to elicit their perspectives

Pain-a-thon - “hey this is sh*tty and I don’t like it”. Basically a vent forum. A level above the student
representation that is currently part of WSUSOM Student Senate. PErhaps in the spring? Maybe 30
minutes, and more structured. Can have specific topics for each meeting “admin”, “Tehch”,
“clerkships”, etc. Senate is just listeners

Hack-a-thon - NOW we come up with solutions. This would be ANNUALLY, to make it more doable.

With our 40 members, why can we not host regular office hours?

We also need to incentivize people to come to these events. Either food, or recognition for individuals
who propose solutions. This would hopefully encourage better student engagement.

Wondering, since this Pain-a-thon would be after new senate, that is tough time for senate
engagement. Would this replace a senate meeting?

You’re right, January is our most lull month, no elections/Gala and Graduation set. SO THEREFORE we
would have good data for the oncoming Senate Stuff.

Now this would potentially exclude Class of 2026.

There has been data in the past that second year students are dissatisfied across the board after
dedicated. So would any solutions be applicable when offered during this time? Or would they just
vent

Understandable, and there is the risk that there will be hyperfixation on one grievance. But we could
continue to work around this and still keep M3 students involved in March after their dedicated.

If we did something like this, we would likely need to run without the agenda due to lack of time to
engage agreement.

Now we also have a form to air grievances on the insta. And we do have a hit! Reform the CMC on the
excused absence process.

3) [Discussion] Senate spaces updates (10 min)

Wanted to add fridges for students that would be run by campus, but some individuals got
pushback from sources unnamed. So I wanted more people involved to raise their voices. So with the
survey that was sent out, can keep gaining perspectives

For ammunition purposes, getting the Grad student senate involved for more voices.

They could be a good source! Since they also need fridges cleaned



Actually, they usually have their own fridges in their labs, so no concern for cleaning.

Basically, we need to keep advocating for this

Agreed, keep the pressure on

7:15 PM – Internal & External & Ad Hoc Committee Reports (15 min)

UHC has kinda fallen apart. Really only Exec President restocking

We need multiple people, likely too much for only one purpose

Not really the role of an ad hoc, but if there is benefit for adding one or two positions for maintenance
or points of contact for how to manage these spaces. Perhaps this could be the solution.

I was a VP, and there was perhaps more time to accomplish things then.

What is the demand for UHC? Is it the fridge?

I want to make sure we’re not only cleaning stuff, but also that it stays clean. Especially with Tea kettle
and the Keurig. And also budgeting stuff for restocking. Also holding the key does not make sense as
a M4

Maybe if it’s not worth cleaning for these people, and theyre not gonna be responsible, then maybe
we don’t maintain it?

What if it was all of our jobs? And just distribute the load

This is not gonna work without a financial incentive or some other type of reward. Maybe not outright
money, but some other reward.

I completely agree. But seriously, if this is only maintenance or cleaning, then there should be a
financial incentive. If they are going to advertise as a student space, then they should hopefully be
compensating for this cleaning and maintenance.

So 2 things going on. 1, I want the fridges out of our heads, not our responsibility. 2, like the gym
downstairs, scott nelson knows to reach out to us so we can distribute to the students. Right now, this
person is the president. And to add on UHC, we go out of our way to complete this responsibility and
make the spaces better for students

What if we make an external committee to formulate a better response to maintain these spaces

This could be great, for the cafeteria and other aspects. So there is a lot of space design, and other
decisions happening

Maybe we include this as Health and Wellness?

Echo all of what Aarti said. Another idea, if we add these existing roles. We already have 12 reps from
each class. We could have these people fill in these roles?

How about we finish these conversations offline? In Constitution committee



1. [Discussion] Social Committee updates: Gala (15 min)

What is the cost of extending vs moving time?

What about dinner? 8 is late for dinner

Speaking of last year, we got there late. And we spent the first hour pre-gaming or hanging with our
own group. So maybe moving to 8-12 would encourage better attendance.

For the photo booth, what company?

They have already found it for us

Just wanting to make sure we can save money where we can. Allison would know

The need to extend the time? Mainly just know when they arrive

How does increasing the labor cost increase the subsidized labor cost? And would 12 be too late for
cleanup?

Roughly $2 per person, and then cleanup wasn’t too bad

What date?

March 9th





How to decorate? Maybe a fun archway?

Do we want a Royal for the day?



Eventbrite for checking the tickets? $50 flat fee vs $1 for each person

Are we certain on this price?

Yep, double checked, $50 for events over 250 people

How do we double check the people who haven’t paid?

Then maybe specific email for M1, and add a link to pay dues

Last year, getting the email that called people out for buying a ticket without paying dues, that was an
effective strategy.

Maybe a targeted email to those people, “You have not paid your dues, therefore you cannot attend
gala” with pictures.

Enchanted food themed names??

Included the price for these meals within the ticket price?

Yes, as of now

Cider Mill Chicken wins!!

7:30 PM – Executive Senate Reports (35 min)

1. [Discussion] BSO President Update (10 min)





2. [Discussion] VP: Policy work update (20 min)

Format is outdated, one long pdf that is not current, multiple issues, etc

So we have an online version now! We also want feedback from each class to see how this would be
used/is this an ok format? Also how to update everyone on new changes!

In Discord Gen Senate chat, hopefully everyone can look through it and distribute it to classes. And
GET THAT FEEDBACK!



Should we have a dedicated feedback form either via senate or admin?

Great idea, but these types of communications have fallen through the cracks int he past. So
student to student communication has seemed to worked better

Additionally, we could also include more stuff and posters to keep that feedback going

3. [Discussion] Pres: Senate election overview, start getting excited! (5 min)

8:005 PM – Class Senate Reports (5 minutes)

1. Class of 2027

Exams next week

Last chance for apparel

ISA report

Gala invite

2. Class of 2026

P4 Capstone due wednesday, present thursday

Last exam next week

CBSE following monday and tuesday!

DON’T Forget to submit photo memes!

3. Class of 2025

Good luck on exams and all rotators!

Reach out to class senate for questoins

4. Class of 2024

101 days til match!


